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1. YASKAWA LEVANTO  
 
If you want to know more about Yaskawa Levanto and how we can help you to improve 
print production, please contact us today.  
 

 

1.1. Producer 

YASKAWA Nordic AB 
Box 504, 385 25 Torsås 
Address: Verkstadsgatan 2 
  
Telefon +46 480-41 78 00 Fax +46 486-414 10 
www.motoman.se 
www.yaskawa.eu.com 
 

1.2. Sales representative  

Cool Graphics Aps 
+45 31 33 20 12 
 
hch@coolgraphics.dk 
www.coolgraphics.dk 
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2. WORKING METHOD 
 

2.1. The skilled art of airing a stack of sheets 

To separate a rim of sheets from the top of a pile, twist it in 
the corners to get air properly between all sheets and then lift 
it to a new position on a vibration table is a hard, heavy and 
highly skillful job. Each sheet quality and type of job has to 

be handled in its own way, which requires a nearly artistic operator skill as well as muscles. 
Automating this process has been a strong, but impossible wish among both factory 
owners and operators for a long time. Now Yaskawa introduces the first robot-cell in the 
world able to automate this process: Yaskawa Levanto! 
 

2.2. Yaskawa Levanto 

Yaskawa Levanto is a total robot-cell for a sheet-
cutter line with a lifting table, a robot and a 
vibration table configured around Yaskawa’s 
Motoman SDA robot, which is the world’s first and 
only humanoid, industrial dual-arm robot. After a 

careful study of skilled operators’ working procedures, Yaskawa developed Yaskawa 
Levanto so the Motoman SDA robot can handle all cutting jobs exactly as the operators 
do. Having two arms enables Yaskawa’s Motoman SDA robot to copy even the most 
complicated human working processes in sheet handling down to the tiniest detail, 
because it is equipped with the appropriate grippers, ancillary equipment and computer 
programs. And the dynamic interaction between robot and operator with Yaskawa’s 
Cockpit HMI PC with a touch screen makes the operator profit from the robot’s strength, 
flexibility, durability and tireless performance, while robot profits from each operator’s 
accumulated skills and experiences. 
 

2.3. Yaskawa Cockpit HMI PC 

A conventional industrial robot concept is based on a pre-
programmed robot without any possibility for the operators to 
interfere with the programming on the run. This concept 
assumes also that the structure of the products to be handled by 
the robot have a known and uniform structure. This is absolute 
not the case in the printing industry. Here on faces new 
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products all the time, and working with flexible materials like paper and board in an ever 
changing environment, where a specific product even might change its structure 
marginally during the run, is a huge challenge for a robot. The only way to introduce the 
use of robots in the printing industry is to develop a system where the operator – 
immediately and on the run – can adjust the robot’s settings to correspond to the 
fluctuating production conditions. And this is why Yaskawa developed the revolutionary, 
interactive Cockpit HMI PC for robots in the printing industry. 
 
The Cockpit HMI PC controls via the touch-screen and a range of PC programs the 
settings of the lifting table, the Motoman SDA robot, the grippers, the vibration table and 
stack transport system. In this way the operator decides how thick rims he wants to 
handle, how much and how intensive he wants to separate and air the sheets, how high a 
stack he wants to create on the vibration table as well as the vibration intensity and 
duration. So the operator gets a totally new and unique control over all the dynamic 
settings and enables, which smoothness cooperation between the operator and the robot. 
This is a totally new approach for operating robots in the robot industry – and the only 
way to make the needed complex robot applications for the printing industry function. 
 

2.4. Yaskawa’s powerful grippers© 

The human hand is a unique masterpiece, capable of gripping 
nearly any object without harming it, due to the human brain’s 
immediate, appropriate and dynamic adjustment of the hand’s 
gripper pressure while it, at the same time, takes the object’s 

surface friction and flexibility into consideration. The human hand is really fantastic and 
extremely difficult to copy with mechanical equipment. 
 
Yaskawa’s powerful grippers have a small upper gripper-pad with a slightly flexible, 
rotating, non-sticky surface, copying the function of the human thumb. The lower, 
broader and thicker gripper-pad has a firm non-sticky surface with soft round edges 
copying the palm of the human hand. In combination with the dynamic pressure control 
it comfortably handles a wide range of substrate qualities and rim thicknesses. The lower 
gripper-pad sides have also holes so air is blown in between the sheets to make the airing 
process even more efficient. A sharp edge at the end of the lower gripper-pad allows it to 
separate the selected rim from the top of the pile within µ-mm accuracy. When the rim is 
separated at the corner of the pile the gripper tilts so only the sheet edges are in contact 
with the gripper, and in the same tilting movement the sheet edges are moved upwards on 
the gripper into an area with stainless steel, which prevent a fast wear and tear of the soft 
part of the gripper material. 
All settings of the grippers are controlled via the Cockpit HMI PC. 
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2.5. Yaskawa’s human touch separation and airing method© 

The best separation and airing of rim of sheets is obtained by 
the operator’s positive diagonal twisting of both edges of the 
rim combined with locking the sheets together at a specific 
time. Some operators even add a negative diagonal twist to 
make this process even more efficient. The result is a 

diagonal twisting where all sheets are moved in relation to each other in both width’s and 
length’s directions a t the same time. No other separation and airing process gives the 
same efficient result. 
 
Yaskawa Levanto can, with its two robotic arms, copy this human separation and airing 
process down to its tiniest detail. The specific settings related to the positive and 
eventually negative twisting are controlled by the Cockpit HMI PC. 
 

2.6. Yaskawa’s Pile Topography scanning system© 

The nice, flat topography of an unprinted pile of sheets can 
easily turn into the most unpredictable topography after 
printing and drying. For the skilled operator this might be a 
nuisance, but not a problem, while it is an impossible 

obstacle for any normal automation system. But without solving the topography challenge, 
separating a rim from a pile cannot be automated.  
 
Yaskawa’s Pile Topography Scanning system scans the pile topography and adjusts the 
gripper movements accordingly each time it starts to build up a new stack on the 
vibration table. Sheets with more inks on one side than the other, “waves” caused by the 
drying process, as well as up- or down-turning corners are easily handled by Yaskawa 
Levanto and its dynamic Pile Topography Scanning system. 
 
The scanned topography values are automatically fed into the Cockpit HMI PC, which 
uses these values to control the movements of the robot’s arms and grippers. 

2.7. Pile turning of sophisticated magazine covers© 

Sophisticated magazine covers with high ink densities and 
coatings always leave the printing press/off-line-coater with 
the cover-side upwards. Most cover feeders in saddle-
stitchers and collators require that the covers are fed with the 
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cover side downwards, which requires a pile-turning between printing and finishing. 
Apart from a pile turning takes time, it also removes productive time from printing or 
cutting, if the printer or cutter operator runs the pile turner. 
 

2.8. Fast change over between robotic and manual operation 

Installing Yaskawa’s Motoman SDA 20 robot 
behind the vibration table implies a vertical rim 
feeding directly into the register corner of the 
vibration table while the rim at the same time is 
turned front to back without any loss of time. If 
the job does not require a pile-turning, the 
vibration table can be installed on an optional 
turntable, which turns the vibration table 180º 

and allows the robot to feed the vibration table in the conventional way from the front.  
 
If a turntable is not installed or if a special job requires manual feeding of the vibration 
table, the change between robotic and manual operation is fast and unproblematic, 
because the robotic safety-zones in front of the vibration table are minimal. Finally, as the 
space behind the vibration table normally is unused, Yaskawa Levanto can, in practice, be 
installed without occupying any extra space. 
 
The change over between manual and robotic operation and turning of the vibration table 
is made via the Cockpit HMI PC. 
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3.  PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
3.1. Yaskawa’s Motoman SDA 20 dual-arm robot 

With a lifting capacity of 40 kilos (depending on how far it has to 
reach out), Yaskawa’s Motoman SDA 20 is the most powerful SDA 
robot. Each arm has 7 axis, the two Yaskawa grippers adds two 
more, and with the center axis and the vertical socket a total of 18 
axis gives Motoman SDA 20 an unmatched operating flexibility, 

close to a human being (a standard robot has 4-6 axis). 
 
The Motoman SDA 20 robot is installed on a socket, which allows a vertical movement 
of the robot. This is required to lift a selected rim of sheets free from the top of the pile, 
move it to a vertical hanging position and position the rim correctly on the vibration table.  
 
Yaskawa Levanto has a maximum lifting capability of 30 kilos combined with a maximum 
handling width between the robot arms of 106 cm and a maximum rim thickness of 40 
mm (a 40 mm rim of 64*90 cm sheets weights roughly 30 kilos). Depending on lots of 
various job parameters Yaskawa Levanto handles, in practice, around 4 pallets per hour 
(75*106 cm/42”/3B) with pile heights of around 90 cm. 
 
The robot’s movements are controlled via the Cockpit HMI PC. 
 

3.2. Yaskawa lifting table 

The Yaskawa lifting table is controlled by the Motoman SDA 20 robot, so it 
always separates the rims (of various thicknesses) from the top of the pile at 
the same fixed height. This reduces the cycle time to a minimum and makes 
the rim collection and the sheet separation & airing process fast and reliable. 
 
The lifting table has one lock-bar, which prevents sensitive sheets from 
being pushed out of position when the grippers separate the rim from the 
pile. A second lock-bar between the rim and the pile locks the position of 

the upper sheets in the pile, when the rim is drawn backwards from the pile by the robot 
during the separation process. 
 
Yaskawa’s unique lifting table is accessible from two directions, so the Motoman SDA 20 
robot can access the pile from its position behind the table, while the operator can change 
pallets from the front without entering the robot’s safety area. 
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The settings of the lifting table cannot be adjusted by the operator, but are automatically 
controlled by the Cockpit HMI PC based on the registered values from the topography 
scanning system. 
 

3.3. Modified Vibration table 

Yaskawa Levanto works with most conventional vibration 
tables from the leading manufacturers, but the table must be 
modified. The delivery package includes a modified vibration 
table with new Yaskawa servomotors and a totally new 
control system developed by Yaskawa. This makes the 
vibration table an integrated part of the Yaskawa Levanto 
robot-cell. 
 
The Cockpit HMI PC controls the vibration table air-supply, 

vibration timing & frequency as well as the air-flow through the added air-nozzles in the 
back-plate. The standard lock-bar is also controlled by the robot and is modified to secure 
a correct vertical stack delivery height and a control of the sheet-movements, when the 
robot releases the rim on the table. 
 

3.4. Automatic stack delivery system 

The automatic stack delivery system empties the vibration 
table onto an air-cushion storage table. Here it waits until 
the operator requests it to be delivered automatically to 
the air-cushion table next to the sheet cutter. From this 
position the operator can collect the stack without 
moving from the working position at the sheet-cutter so 
focus can be maintained totally on the central task: sheet 
cutting. 

 
Eliminating the manual transport time between the vibration table and the sheet-cutter 
increases the production capacity and productivity of the operator significantly and 
removes the heavy and exhausting job of pushing a heavy stack out of the vibration table 
and to the sheet-cutter side table. 
 
The settings of stack delivery system are controlled via the Cockpit HMI PC. 
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3.5. Optional conveyer system 

A two-level conveyor feeding and emptying system (option) can 
be added to the lifting table, so pallets can be non-stop fed to the 
lifting table. This improves the productivity dramatically because 
the pallet changing time is reduced to nearly zero, and no presence 
of the operator is required to perform pallet changes. 
 
The conveyor system settings are controlled by the lifting table. 

The operator cannot adjust the settings, and the only activities the operator has to 
perform are to position the pallets with the fresh piles centrally on the upper conveyor 
and remove the empty pallets from the lower conveyor. 
 

3.6. Optional turntable 

The Motoman SDA 20 robot is installed in the free space 
behind the vibration table to minimize the space 
requirements and to eliminate conflicts between operator 
and robot in relation to safety areas. In this configuration 
the rims are always delivered from the back with an 

integrated rim turning. The vibration table can be installed on a turntable, which turns the 
vibration table 180º to be fed in the conventional way from the front by the robot. When 
the full stack is created the table turns 180º back and is automatically emptied by the 
transport system. In this configuration the Motoman SDA 20 can feed the vibration table 
from both front and back – without and with stack-turning. 
 
The choice between front- and back-feeding is controlled from the Cockpit HMI PC. 
 

3.7. Optional rim turn-bar system 

To position the rim of sheets correctly from the back 
side of the vibration table requires a sophisticated 
turn-bar system (option). This turn-bar system secures 
that all kind of edges of sheets are turned correctly 

when they are positioned on the vibration table. 
 
The turn-bar system is automatically controlled by the Cockpit HMI PC and is not 
required in configurations with only conventional frontal feeding of the vibration table. 
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3.8. Floating clap-tree system© 

The draw-back of all conventional vibration tables is a lacking 
firm sheet-support on the two open sides of the stack. This 
makes the vibration process challenging and requires often an 
active operator interference. Without this interference the 
vibration quality suffers and takes longer time. Manual 

interference is impossible in an automatic production flow, so Yaskawa developed the 
Floating Clap-Tree system, where floating clap-trees are installed on the two open sides of 
the stack and secures that all sheets are vibrated into correct register. The application of 
floating clap-trees eliminates also the well known problem: vibrating the first sheet into 
register. 
 
The floating clap-trees are manually installed and adjusted to each new sheet size. 
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Yaskawa Nordic AB  
Yaskawa Nordic is one of the largest system providers of robotized automation in the Nordic area. The 
company was founded in the Swedish town Torsås in 1976 and is today a subsidiary of Yaskawa 
Electric Corporation in Japan. 
Number of employees: around 150 
Production area: around 20,000 m² 
 
Yaskawa Europe GMBh 
Yaskawa Europe performs product development in Europe with global resources and controls 
Yaskawa’s European activities. 
Number of employees: around 1,000 
Offices in Europe: around 30 
Production sites in Europe: 5 
 
Yaskawa Electric Corporation 
Yaskawa is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of frequency converters, el- and servomotors, 
control systems and industry robots named Motoman. 
Company founded: 1915 
Number of employees: around 14,000 globally 
Installed units: 
Frequency converters: 16 million 
Servomotors:  9 million 
Industrial robots: 300,000 
Subsidiaries around the world: around 60 
 
 
 
 


